Ictal motor signs and interictal regional cerebral hypometabolism.
Early motor manifestations are the main components of focal seizures involving the frontal lobe. We examined the relationship between the initial ictal motor manifestations and interictal abnormalities of cerebral glucose consumption (rCMRGlc) as assessed by PET in 48 consecutive patients with focal seizures of neocortical origin. Group data analysis revealed that patients with predominantly unilateral clonic seizures had a significant contralateral perirolandic hypometabolism and to a lesser degree a contralateral frontomesial hypometabolism. Patients with predominantly focal tonic manifestations showed a hypometabolism within the frontomesial and perirolandic regions that was unilateral in all patients with lateralized tonic seizures. Patients with versive seizures had mainly contralateral metabolic depressions without a consistent regional pattern. Patients with hypermotor seizures had metabolic depressions involving frontomesial, anterior cingulate, perirolandic, and anterior insular/frontal operculum areas. In all patient groups, bilateral and symmetric hypometabolism of the thalamus and cerebellum was observed. We propose that this pattern of distinctly abnormal metabolic brain regions demonstrates not only possible epileptogenic zones but also symptomatogenic brain regions as shown by the associations between clinical manifestations and sets of abnormal brain regions, particularly if epileptogenic zones are in a clinically silent neocortical brain region. The detection and possible differentiation of symptomatogenic and epileptogenic zones might improve the effectiveness of presurgical noninvasive studies.